With a function of the form 
D»M0) + g(x)) = det T n (<t>(0) + g(x)),
G(<t>(e) + «(*)) = exp j -ƒ * ƒ log (*(«) + *(*))<**»} , whenever these definitions make sense. We shall prove that under the conditions (0 g(*) is real and differentiable for 0^#gl with g'(x) satisfying the Lipschitz condition I g'(*i) -g'(*2) I < K\ xi -*,|«, £ >0, a >0,
(ii) 0(0) is a trigonometric polynomial of the type k <t>(6) = X) <W**,
the limit L(<E(0)+g(#)) exists and has the value um + g (x)) (the last equality being the result of a straightforward computation). The formula (1) now follows by combining (2), (3), and (7).
